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Lifelong Care and Control 
Paternalism in Nineteenth
Century Factory Communities 
By Niels Jul Nielsen 

Most people think of a workplace as some
where you work for a certain length of time 
in return fora certain amount of money. 
Apart from this you have no relation to the 
workplace. 

This is not the way it has to be. In the 
factory communities which were wide
spread until some time into the twentieth 
century, the workplace and its manage
ment exerted an influence on a major part 
of the employees' lives. There were far 
more relations between the people who 
worked there and those who bought their 
labour than we are used to today. In this 
article I intend to look at the spread of fac
tory communities and to show how they 
were organized, particularly the relation 
between the · employees and the manage
ment. 

Let me begin by giving an example of 
the way a factory community could be or
ganized and the kind of existence it offered 
its inhabitants. The community in question 
is a textile mill, Brede Klædefabrik (A/S 
Modeweg & Søn) around 1900,' founded in 
1831 beside the millstream Mølleåen north 
of Copenhagen, with a workforce at the 
turn of the century of five hundred men 
and womeil, and almost a thousand in
habitants in total. 

The Brede factory community was like a 
large household. An observer described it 
around 1906: "A complete little factof}· 
town . .. All the salaried staff and workers 
live in houses belonging to the firm and on 
land belonging to the firm, and for their 
needs and comfort the firm has set up a li
brary, a savings bank, a canteen, a bath 
house, a school for the children (about 
150), a kindergarten for the infants (aged 
2-7) and a nursery for the tots (up to the 
age of 2). Thcre is also of course a shop to 
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provide for the population. It is easy to see 
that all this creates what is outwardly an 
idyll, but in addition ... it is as if the place 
itself bonded the employer and the workers 
togcthcr ... so the workers for their part feel 
at home at Brede" (Schovelin c. 1906:46). I 
could add numerous details: The facilities 
includcd gardens which made the workers 
self-sufficient as regards vegetables. The 
workers could buy cheap cloth at the fac
tory. The factory gardens supplied the can
teen with vegetables. The management en
sured that merchants came every week, 
selling meat, fish, bread, and eggs to the 
workers. 

Brede was a functional unit. Production 
in the factory was only one side; the other 
was the reproduction of the workers. Al
though the large household consisted of 
almost a thousand people, the management 
tried to give the many relations a particular 
aura, as if the community was one hig fam
ily. The aim was to create a sense of el'ery
one - workers, masters, salaried staff, 
directors - having shared interests. When 
the owner, Daverkosen, got married he 
said to the workers, "Now there is not just 
one heart beating for you, but two !" One 
sign that they were successful in creating a 
family feeling is the name by which the 
workers called the owner - intemally they 
referred to him as fatter, meaning "father". 

As in all families, there were shared 
traditions. A Christmas party was held in 
the factory canteen. Every year the factory 
held a Shrovetide party, amidsummer bon
fire,. and a summer dance. Apart from the 
annual parties, there was a communal 
dance every week in the summer half of the 
year, which meant that the employees 
stayed on thc factory grounds instead of 
going to the local pubs. The influence of 
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l. Brede textile mill in 1905. Production (white), housing (black), and reproductive functions (num
bered) assembled within the little area: I nursery, 2 shop, 3 canteen, 4 vegetable garden. Outside the 
sketch to the east and south therc is more housing, as well u the factory school. Oblique projection 
by Kjeld Kayser for the Danish National Museum exhibition "Industrial beginnings - large-scalc 
production and small-scale communities along the millstream Mølleåen'', printed in Pedersen et aL 
1993. 
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2. Brede textile mill. Watercolour from ca. 1880. Tue factory complex was constantly being rebuilt and 
extended to adapt to market conditions. Some of the buildings from the previous illustration are yet 
to be built, such as the canteen and the rearmost factory buildings. Moreover the watercolour gives a 
good impression of the gardens beside the workers' flats and the park behind the owner's residence. 
Photo of the watercolour in the Danish National Museum, Department of Modem History. 

the management in matters outside work 
could also find expression in threats of dis
missal if, for example, workers neglected 
their gardens. 

What characterizes a patemalist com
munity like Brede more than anything else 
is the personal relationship between the 
employee and the owner. The owner him
self approached the employees about jobs 
for their children when they reached work
ing age. He could also try to match unmar
ried workers, as yet another way to create 
a stable, rooted workforce. The manage-
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ment guaranteed lifelong security, in return 
for whil(h, the workers gave their loyalty. 

The workers had a dual relationship to 
the management. On the one band, they 
were devoted to the solicitous patriarch. 
This can be illustrated by a brief quotation 
from a testimonial, an address presented to 
the owner to mark his 25th anniversary: 
"all of us who are associated with the work 
express our greatest admiration for the 
eminent skill with which you, sir, have run 
the enterprise in the past 25 years." 

Devotion, however, was only one side. 



No one could doubt that the workers were 
simultaneously in a state of near total de
pendence on the management. Bad behav
iour, dissipation on or off the job, could 
result in dismissal, which affected a work
er's whole life - for example, he had to 
find somewhere else to live. Dissatisfaction 
with this subordinate position was nat
urally not expressed openly. The guardian
ship exerted by the management of the fac
tory comm.unity has been captured by a 
former employee in the following bitter 
comment on the wages: "We were only 
paid pocket money." This statement refers 
to the faet that the workers were paid only 
what was left when rent and various debts 
- for fuel, cloth, the nursery, and so on -
were deducted. 

In the rhythm of the day and the year 
and in the life cycle, whether at work or in 
time off, the employees were dependent on 
the factory. If they adapted to the system 
they were guaranteed lifelong security, but 
if they could not accept the lack of free
dom there was nothing to do but leave. 2 

The everyday life of the workers did not 
in itself differ from that of other workers 
at the same time. They worked together, 
swapped vegetables, looked after sick 
people for each other, played cards, sat in 
each other's gardens, met in singing clubs, 
and so on. As other studies of working
class culture have shown, the workers as a 
whole led a collective life outside the 
home. This was partly on account of 
cramped housing and partly because they 
lived so close to equals whom they knew 
well. Particularly in the faetory communi
ties, the same people met both on and off 
the job. 

However, the employees were not just a 
homogeneous mass. Wage and educational 
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levels brought status differences between 
workers. Weavers were considered better 
than spioners, but spioners at least were 
above the people working with carding and 
sorting wool. A more noticeable difference 
divided the workers as a whole from the 
much fewer masters and the salaried staff. 
The masters, for example, lived in the best 
houses. All the employees, however, lived 
in total dependence on the faetory and its 
management. 

The owner himself lived in an imposing 
main building, had a big household with 
many servants, and lived a wholly typical, 
intemationally oriented bourgeois life. 

What was specific for the factory com
munities was therefore not necessarily ei
ther workers or bourgeois as such, but the 
relations that united them. They were not 
only linked by the faet that the employees 
worked in the faetory and had their wages 
paid by the owner. The employees' entire 
lives were bound by relations to their 
workplace and its management. 

The Factory Community 
Tue term factory community indicates that 
a limited area contains both a production 
side and a reproduction side, and that both 
are organized by the management. 

Brede is one such factory community. In 
the nineteenth century, communities like 
this were widespread throughout Europe. I 
have gathered comparative material by 
looking at studies of factory communities 
from many parts of Europe. 3 One reason 
for doing so was to find out just how wide
spread they were, while another was to 
leam how they were organized. Were they 
typically like big families, or were internat 
relations between top and bottom generally 
more anonymous than was the case at 
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Brede? I shall try to explain the prevalence 
of factory communities and their internat 
organization using both structural con
ditions and historical circumstances. 

I shall confine myself mainly to the 
period from just after the middle of the 
nineteenth century until the last decades of 
the century. I thus exclude the factory 
communities of earlier periods, the work
shops, which differed radically. Tue work
shops were organized in guilds, and it was 
the individual master who employed, paid, 
and dismissed his joumeymen and appren
tices. I want to look primarily at large pro
duction enterprises founded before the 
middle of the nineteenth century, based on 
capitalist principles, with formal equality 
between employer and employee, and with 
a management, often personified by just 
one individual, to supervise and distribute 
the work. 

Finally, I want to shed light on the years 
around 1900. Until this period there was a 
distinct continuity in the factory communi
ties. After 1900, roughly speaking, some 
decisive preconditions for their existence 
vanished. Only a few factory · communities 
survived this watershed. Tue many re
lations between top and bottom disap
peared gradually, in most places during the 
decades after the tum of the century. 

Tue authors of the studies I have looked 
at are a rather mixed bag. They are social 
historians, labour historians, economic his
torians, architectural historians, and eth
nologists. Tb.is means that there are also 
differences in the angle from which the 
various factory communities are studied. 
N evertheless, many common character
istics emerge. It was a general feature, for 
example, that the workers lived in factory 
houses and that they had gardens. 
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Another general feature was that there 
were differences in status under the su
preme management. Masters, as at Brede, 
always had the best housing. In some pla
ces the masters and bookkeepers associ
ated privately with the owner. Below this 
level, as we saw at the Brede textile mill, 
there were intemal status differences 
among the workers, determined by wages 
and training. In ironworks the founders 
and sheet-metal workers were considered 
finest, while the greatest respect in engi
neering plants was enjoyed by iron 
founders, smiths, and sheet-metal workers. 
In paper mills the women who sorted the 
rags had the lowest status, the papermakers 
the highest. In glassworks the glassmakers 
had greater respect than the grinders (Hal
lerdt 1957:105; Magnusson 1987:138; 
Schliiter 1975:4; Larsen 1992:62). 

What is more interesting in this connec
tion is that the management of the various 
factories, as at Brede, undertook much 
more than just organizing the work and 
paying wages. Although some emphasize it 
more than others, all the authors in faet 
observe that the relation between employ
ees and management was something 
special, that it covered more sides of life 
than we are used to today. It is clear that 
all factory communities were organized 
like big households, where not just work 
but also housing, food, and various social 
services were directed by the factory. Tue 
factory office was the administrative centre 
of the little communities; for instance, the 
system of deducting fixed expenses and 
debts from the wages was general. 

Marty writers express wonder at the 
many-sided exchange, but not so many try 
to explain the basis for this exotic phenom
enon. Of those who do, the studies by 



Patrick Joyce and Lars Magnusson will be 
explicitly used below, along with my own 
material from Brede. This gives me three 
empirical fields for comparison, all consist 
of large-scale enterprises founded in the 
first half of the nineteenth century. More
over, these studies try to understand and 
explain the internat organization of each 
factory community. 

Production Elements, Location. and the 
Large Household 
Tue many relations between employees 
and management - the many-sided ex
change relations controlled by the factory 
- can be demystified somewhat if we con
sider the fundamental elements of a pro
duction operation along with some basic 
circumstances in the nineteenth century. 

All enterprises require some basic el
ements in order to carry out a work pro
cess. First there must be an object on 
which to work, raw materials of some kind. 
Tuen there must be the means by which the 
material is processed, everything from 
tools and machines to production build
ings. Thirdly, there must be labour to use 
the means of production. Tue finished pro
duet is sold on the market, giving new capi
tal which ensures constant reproduction of 
the three basic elements. It is the task of 
the management to ensure the most 
rational distribution and use of these el
ements. lf the process requires more than 
manual power, then energy must be sup
plied to drive the whole process. 

These basic conditions meant that most 
large-scale enterprises founded in the first 
half of the nineteenth century were estab
lished in the countryside, far from conur
bations. Tue reason was that most of them 
needed mechanical power (steam engines 
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were still not general outside England), so 
the enterprises had to be located beside 
running water. Existing towns with run
ning water could not meet the energy needs 
of the many enterprises founded in this 
period. 

Other factors influencing the choice of 
location were raw materials - such as met
als - and perhaps fuels like wood and 
peat. For enterprises like ironworks which 
needed both energy and fuel, however, a 
local power source was the most import
ant, since the raw materials could at least 
be transported. To ensure a supply of 
power and/or raw materials, many enter
prises were set up in rather remote places. 
Many factories founded at the start of the 
nineteenth century were localized in the 
middle of areas lacking any local tradition 
of producing the goods that were now to 
be produced on a large scale. 4 

11iis was of decisive importance for the 
workforce element. The distance to the 
workplace could not exceed 3 - 4 kilome
tres. This is clear from the studies, besides 
which it is easy to figure it out. People 
walked to work, and the working day was 
normally 12 hours. An enterprise could not 
be too remote before it became necessary 
to build housing for the workforce. And 
since there were no shops in the vicinity, 
the management also had to ensure that 
the staff were supplied with food. It is not 
surprising, then, that basic essentials such 
as housing and food were something the 
management had to provide, apart from 
paying wages. 

In addition, many other things could be 
handled by the factory. A form of child 
care was necessary if, as in the textile fac
tories, there were many female workers (al
though in some places the employees 
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themselves could meet this need), school
ing was normally compulsory and pro
vided by the factory if no other form of 
schooling was available. Apart from this, 
the factory could lay on various other ar
rangements: fairly general examples were 
health insurance, pensions, bath houses 
and laundries, and festivities. 

By looking at the structural circum
stances and considering them along with 
the remote location, we can understand a 
great deal. The featu,res shared by the dif
ferent factory communities are no longer 
so surprising. Many of the relations be
tween employees and management were 
simply necessary, while others, if not self
evident, at least lay near at band. 

The content of all these relations, on the 
other hand, is not self-evident. I am think
ing here of the patemalism: the decidedly 
personal relations with the management, 
the widespread communal ideology, the 
sense of having the same basic interests, as 
in a family. This aspect of the relations is 
not a produet of the structure. 

Against this background we could as
sume that a factory community, such as 
Brede, had necessary features - housing, 
food supply, child care, and so on - in 
common with other remote factory com
munities, but that patemalism was not so 
general. Yet this is not the case. Through
out the nineteenth century it was stagger
ingly common for workers to live their 
lives in a patemalistically organized fac
tory community. I shall demonstrate and 
explain this below. 

The Prevalence of Paternalism 
The German historian Martin Schumacher, 
in his article on the textile industry in 
Westphalia (1970:36), quotes a newspaper 
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account from 1845 of a large cotton spin
ning mill - Hammerstein - with 600 em
ployees outside Dortmund. The newspaper 
praises the social arrangements, such as the 
school and the health insurance scheme, 
the diligence and conscientiousness shown 
by the strong and healthy workers, and not 
least the relation between employees and 
employers. The reason for citing this par
ticular newspaper report is that we have 
parallel examples - whether from news
papers, industrial journals, or contem
porary travellers - from other countries 
and other kinds of factory. 

In an inspiring hook the English his
torian Patrick Joyce has studied the or
ganization of enterprises in the close-knit 
industrial towns of northem England. He 
sees a dramatic growth in patemalism from 
1850. Outings to the employer's residence, 
canteens; baths, reading rooms, funeral as
sociations - these were the rule rather 
than the exception among the big employ
ers. Testimonials like the example we saw 
from Brede were often presented to the 
factory owners. They could, for example, 
express gratitude for "those acts and prin
ciples which have endeared you to every 
person, from the highest to the humblest". 
Or the employees could be "fully im
pressed with a sense of your kindness to
wards us ... unable to refrain from giving 
free expression to our esteem for your 
character as an employer of labour" (Joyce 
1980:149). These are just isolated frag
ments testif}ing to a distinctly personal 
content in the relationship between em
ployees and management, but I mention 
them because they reflect a pattern from 
the nineteenth century which is typical of 
virtually all the factory communities I have 
looked at. 
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3. As if "transported overnight from Lancashire". This was how an English traveller felt in 1846 on 
seeing the Hammerstein spinning mill in Gennany. He referred to the well thought out and ordered 
impression produced by the entire complex, and he drew particular attention to the faet that the 
workers lived åght beside the employers (Schumacher 1970:37). A separate enclave arose as a result 
of the localization by the River Wupper. The picture is from 1858. In the foreground are the pro
duction buildings. In the background, behind the owner's residence, some oftheworkers' houses can 
be glimpsed. From Schumacher 1970. 

Let me dwell a little more on the textile 
mills of northem England, where testi
monials flourished. We may be initially 
surprised by the faet that these mills were 
in towns. Admittedly, these towns were not 
old - they grew up around the textile mills 
in particular - but they were towns con
sisting of many large factories (Joyce men
tions that oonditions were oompletely dif
ferent in a city like London). The northem 
English textile towns were at least different 
from the remote factory communities 
where one enterprise constituted the centre 
of the community. Furthermore, the indus
trialists did not even own the majority of 
the .houses where their employees lived, 
which is otherwise one of the features of 

patemalism. Joyce himself comments on 
this: 

Though employers did not house a majoåty of 
their workers in the North, this had less effect 
on the exercise of patemalism than might be 
imagined Employer influence was more often 
expressed through the factory itself than in the 
physical reconstitution of entire communities ... 
the factory town [ developed] as an åmalgam of 
factory-dominated neighbourhoods, or "villa
ges".' ... the physical growth of towns around the 
nuclei of factoåes meant that this community 
sense was deeply marked by the impress of the 
factory and its owner (Joyce 1980:145, 125). 

A patemalist organization could thus be a 
reality even in enterprises which were not 
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in remote, isolated locations. In the towns, 
too, there were not only factories where the 
employees were subject to an anonymous 
employer, but also those where they were 
in the care and guardianship of the owner, 
employees living a life of security and de
pendence on their workplace. s 

We should not generalize from the 
examples of Joyce and other scholars. On 
the other hand, I have found no examples 
in the latter half of the nineteenth century 
of really hated factory owners. This might 
of course be my own fault, but there is 
much to suggest that exploitation of fac
tory workers, to the extent that this ever 
occurred, was more typical of the years 
around 1800. Gregor Paulsson (1981 :137) 
has examples of sheer despotism at the hig 
copper plant in Atvidaberg, with the use of 
corporal punishment and wooden horses 
at the end of the eighteenth century. Tue 
English historian Sidney Pollard ( 1963 : 
263) describes similar corporal punishment 
in the early nineteenth century - rebel
lious workers could be condemned to 
death right up until 1800. Tue first English 
laws on industrial safety actually came at 
the start of the nineteenth century, oc
casioned by the use of poor-house children 
in the cotton industry. 

Tue labour issue in England was hotly 
debated in the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Tue famous industrialist Robert 
Owen was not the only one who agitated 
for paternalist principles (see Roberts 
1979; Pollard 1963; Thompson 1964). It 
actually looks as if this kind of organiz
ation became more widespread in the hig 
enterprises. Without wishing to minimize 
the influence of Owenists and other 
socially aware authorities, development to
wards more and more patemalistically or-
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ganized communities was not the result of 
an enlightenment campaign in industrial 
management. 

Paternalism as an Unconscious 
Strategy 
What was it then, that made patemalism so 
widespread in the nineteenth century? It 
was not only widespread in the isolated 
factory communities, where the manage
ment wanted to ensure the reproduction of 
the workforce and as a minimum provide 
housing and food. It was also widespread 
in towns, where the management could in 
principle have contented itself with paying 
wages. 

There are several important circum
stances to take into account here. One is 
the cultural background of the workforce 
and its adaptation to industrial production. 
Another is the extemal threat to the em
ployers - the incipient nineteenth-century 
development of an organized labour move
ment. These are the historical conditions 
for patemalism. 

Tue factory communities were not static. 
They were in constant interaction with the 
surrounding society. Tue technology had 
to be up to date, the produet had to be 
adapted to the market, and the workforce 
had to be suited to the production. And in 
the latter half of the nineteenth century -
a period of industrial growth - it was a 
general trend for more and more workers 
to come to the industrial communities. 

Tue vast majority of these new workers 
had no occupational training. They came 
from two sources, the countryside and the 
towns. Tue decisive thing was of course 
whether the workers were class-conscious 
or not, not whether they came from the 
town or the country. Generally speaking, 



however, the towns had the unfortunate 
characteristic that it was here that the or
ganization of labour was under way (from 
around the middle of the nineteenth cen
tury, earlier in England). Daverkosen in 
Brede consistently preferred former agri
cultural labourers to the workers he is said 
to have described as "the socialists in Co
penhagen". I can also refer to Edvard Bull, 
who describes how Norwegian sawmill 
communities which were founded late, just 
before 1900, did not become patemalistic. 
Tue workers who moved to them were 
aware and had other ambitions than to live 
a life of submission. 

When we speak of the mid-nineteenth 
century, agricultural labourers adapted to 

4. Three generations of 
spinners at an Oldharn 
spinning mill in 1900. Fam
ily ties to the company en
sured stability. The depen
dency of the employees in
creased; conversely, the 
company had more respon
sibility for the workers. 
Employees and manage
ment were tied together. 
From Joyce 1980. 
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the system with the greatest ease. They 
were accustomed to a personal and sub
ordinate relationship to the employer, an 
estate owner or a freehold farmer. The 
same was true of the workers with occu
pational training, although there were not 
so many of them. They had their roots in 
the equally paternalistic, guild-based 
crafts. All these workers who moved to the 
factory communities were in a scnse mov
ing from one patemalistic relation to an
other. 

There was one thing, however, that was 
different from anything they had known in 
their former working life: industrial disci
pline.6 The new factory workers had to be 
adapted to the rigid industrial timetable, 
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and their work had to be carried out with 
the greatest possible efficiency. 

English scholars in particular have con
sidered the way factory management could 
discipline and control their workers. The 
historian Sidney Pollard (1963:265ff.) has 
pointed out three methods of disciplining 
the workers. One was the stick - sanctions 
for lack of discipline, corporal punishment, 
dismissal, and so on. Another was the car
rot, a less direct form of discipUning, whe
ther by delegating responsibility or intro
ducing piece work. The third way for the 
management to create discipline was by 
instilling in the workers a sense of com
munity with the management and therefore 
an interest in the efficiency of the enter
prise. Pollard sees this especially in the 
isolated factory communities, where the 
management in patriarchal style had con
trol over both work and leisure. 

Pollard keeps these three means of disci
plining separate. I do not find this particu
larly appropriate. Paternalism has both the 
carrot and the stick as wholly natural 
ingredients. In a patemalistic system, 
based on personal relations of dependence, 
the carrot is ever-present. As we have seen, 
pay, responsibility, and benefits were dis
tributed unequally among the employees 
(and piece work became general in the 
nineteenth century). The stick - sanctions 
for undisciplined behaviour - was equally 
widespread; we have already seen exam
ples of dismissals. 

It must be concluded that paternalism 
became widespread because it could 
achieve two things. It could discipline the 
workers, and it could create an effective 
bulwark against threats from without. 

Paternalism was not necessarily a con
scious management strategy. It was simply 
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an effective way to ensure a stable, loyal, 
rooted workforce in a situation where 
workers, especially in the cities, were 
beginning to draw attention to the basic 
opposition of employees and management. 

By offering social security7 - by making 
all spheres of life dependent on the factory 
and on good relations with the manage
ment, one was ensured an ideal workforce 
and hence internat stability. In economic 
terms, the management was not afraid of 
welfare arrangements. No large sums of 
money were in circulation when such a 
large share of the workers' wages was 
never paid, since rent and debts were de
ducted. The management was· able to dis
tribute the welfare arrangements rationally 
from above. 

Varying Success in Creating Unity 
:paternalism was widespread, but naturally 
there were differences in degree. Not all 
factory owners were equally charismatic 
and able to play the role of father to sev
eral hundred employees. Not all workers 
felt that they were sufficiently respected. 
Although it is not comme il faut in cultural 
studies to attribute special significance to 
individuals, it goes without saying that the 
workers' attitude to a factory owner de
pended on his personal presence and how 
committed he appeared to them. These dif
ferences in degree are nevertheless not as 
interesting as the faet that the system in it
self was so widespread. 

As we have seen, we must also assume 
that there were enterprises (according to 
Marx and Engels there was nothing else) 
where the employer was more anonymous, 
where there were no personal relations be
tween the employees and the management. 
In some.places, moreover, the personal re-



lations must have been decidedly negative, 
although it looks as if this was increasingly 
considered to be an inappropriate way to 
run an enterprise in the nineteenth century. 

There were, however, fundamental cir
cumstances which could make patemalism 
less capable of creating unity. I want to il
lustrate that by citing a parallel example to 
the picture from Brede with which I 
started. This is the instructive analysis of a 
Swedish factory community by the econ
omic historian Lars Magnusson. The fac
tory in question is Munktells Mekaniska 
Verkstad, one of the biggest engineering 
plants in Sweden, founded in 1832 on the 
Eskilstuna River, where there was also a 
rich supply of forest for charcoal, as well 
as iron ore. Munktells, like the English tex
tile mills, was not particularly isolated; 
there were other factories nearby, and the 
town of Eskilstuna ("Sweden's Sheffield", 
as it is known) was not far away. There 
were a hundred employees in 1863 and six 
times as many in 1900, most ofthem living 
in company houses. 

Let us first look at the familiar features. 
Life in the nineteenth century was lived in 
a patemalistic system. When Munktell, the 
founder of the business celebrated his 
eightieth birthday in 1885, the lathe oper
ator BergstrOm sang a song of tribute to the 
old patriarch. Here is the second verse: 

In all our labour he has been 
A strong support to us 
And, like a father, undertakes 
To give us work and bread. 
His watchword: Forward all the time, 
Come on, join in, togethcr now 
Let's help each other on the road 
Away from necd. (Magnusson 1987:223) 

This sounds familiar. More examples can 
be cited. 
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On personal application to the manage
ment, elderly workers could receive a pen
sion, widows could obtain free accommo
dation and fuel, and payments were made 
in the event of occupational injuries. When 
new staff were taken on, the sons of exist
ing employees were preferred, to safeguard 
family ties and to foster loyalty. 

Social security had its well-known nega
tive side: indiscipline and maladjustment 
meant exclusion, even if the offence were 
com.mitted away from the workplace. A 
lathe operator employed at Munktells held 
a speech on Gustavus Adolphus Day 1884 

to a group of workers outside the factory 
area, in which he said: "Today the praises 
of the great butcher are being sung in the 
churches, where the religion of love and 
peace ought to be preached" (Magnusson 
1987 :223). Even though the speech had no 
direct bearing on the man's workplace, he 
was promptly sacked. 

Despite this obvious paternalism, the 
sense of community was never as pro
nounced as in, say, Brede. Besides the 
proximity of the town, another circum
stance is relevant here: the production 
structure in the big engineering plant. The 
plant consisted of many workshops. The 
work was diverse, producing many differ
ent produets in short series; the factory's 
advertising brochures promised to make 
virtually anything that could be desired. 
The short series were an obstacle to the in
troduction of special machines which 
could have resulted in a reduction of the 
number of workers with professional train
ing, and they also made it more difficult to 
achieve a distinct division of labour. This 
complex production was a sharp contrast 
to that of the textile mills, where large 
series of similar produets were produced. 
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S. Munktells Mekaniska Verkstad in the 1870s. From left to right: the foundry, the Munktell Manor, 
and the workshops. Bildarkivet, Eskilstuna Museum. 

The textile mills consisted of different de
partments, each of which played its role in 
the process of transforming raw cotton or 
wool into finished cloth. It was much 
easier to maintain control over the work. 

According to Magnusson, the diversified 
production in the workshops of the engi
neering plant meant that the organization 
of the work was left in the bands of the 
skilled workers. The foremen, who were 
the link with the management, could take 
care of the general planning and ensure 
that there was peace and order in the work
shops. Tue foremen were often less quali
fied for the production of the actual goods 
than the skilled workers. The consequence 
was that the workshops were highly inde
pendent in relation to the management; 
they were almost autonomous cultural 
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groups. Several of the skills were still close 
to crafts - the guild traditions prevailed in 
the workshops. The management of Munk
tells had great problems in preventing 
drunkenness, initiation rites, and horse
play. This fragmented production structure 
is important. Although most of existence 
here too was controlled from above in the 
nineteenth century, as it obviously was in a 
great many factory communities in the in
dustrialized countries, the authority of the 
management at Munktells was more lim
ited. Paternalism was not able to create a 
communal feeling for the factory as a 
whole. This meant that the patriarchal or
ganization was more vulnerable when the 
workers began to organize and the union 
movement gained ground after 1900. 



From Bonds to Ruptures 
Whereas it was the bonds between employ
ees and management that characterized 
factory communities throughout the latter 
half of the nineteenth century, these bonds 
were ruptured in the years around 1900. In 
many places the life of the employees was 
severed from the ties of the management. 

Paternalism is a reciprocal system. Tue 
management was as dependent on the 
workers respecting the system, as the work
ers were dependent on the care ofthe man
agement. Broadly speaking, the workers 
could have two views of the situation: they 
could accept .their subordinate position as 
given, something which could not be rad
ically changed. I have argued that many 
workers came from such a background that 
this view caine naturally to them, and their 
existence in the factory community was 
quite simply dependent on it. 

But the workers could also view the situ
ation as profoundly unfair, and emphasize 
their opposition to the management. There 
were more of these workers towards the 
end ofthe century. Presumably, both views 
existed all the time, although to varying 
extents. We have seen several examples of 
the first - devotion to the employer; the 
second probably had little chance of find
ing expression in the factory communities 
through much of the nineteenth century. 
But it did come into the open in the last 
decades ofthe century, when the organized 
labour movement gained ground every
where in the form of trade unions. 

In all the factory communities I have 
looked at, trade unions were formed in the 
decades around the turn of the century, 
beginning in England, as we shall see be
low. At ironworks, sawmills, textile mills, 
paper mills, and glassworks (but not Hol-
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megaards Glasværk), the workers were or
ganized in local branches under the main 
union, regardless of how isolated the com
munity was, and regardless of how big it 
was. Naturally, this was achievcd nowhere 
without opposition from the management. 
In the factory communities in particular it 
was a breach with earlier traditions that the 
workers now roet the management as a for
malized collective and not as individuals. 

However, the significance of the trade 
unions must not be generalized. And the 
remarkable synchronicity of their found
ation should not be interpreted as showing 
that the factory communities were uniform. 
There were differences in the role the trade 
unions were to play. This can be illustrated 
by looking at what happened to the engi
neering plant in Eskilstuna and the textile 
mills in northem England and at Brede. 

At Munktells in Eskilstuna, where the 
authority of the management was limited 
because of the diversity and the relatively 
independent workshops, the trade union 
attained great importance, not necessarily 
in direct negotiations with the manage
ment, but because it was to provide a frame 
for a network of social activities around 
and outside the factory. Tue trade union 
built its own "People's House" for meet
ings and parties, and during strikes it pro
vided meals for children and adults. In 
short, the life of the employees became 
gradually more independent of the factory. 
Social life was now carried on under the 
auspices of the workers themselves, in the 
trade union. As Magnusson pute it, the 
trade union was to form the framework for 
a counterculture. Tue same thing happened 
at Surahammars Bruk, the ironworks in 
Bj6m Hallerdt's classic study. Tue workers 
built their own homes (which they had 
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been categorically forbidden to do until the 
turn of the century), they started a cooper
ative store, and so on (Hallerdt 1957). As 
in Eskilstuna, relations with the manage
ment became much more anonymous.8 

The course of events was similar at the 
textile mills in northern England. Enterpri
ses located in hig towns among many other 
factories, which generally did not house 
their own employees, simply could not 
maintain a sense of community and family. 
The unions, which had existed since the 
middle of the nineteenth century, were pol
iticized in the 1880s; they became socialist 
and aroused the workers' class conscious-

ness. They offered the workers a sense of 
community and security, in principle as 
much as the workplace did.9 

The significance of the trade union was 
to be quite different at Brede. As in the 
other places, it gained ground at the turn 
of the century, against stubhorn resistance 
from the management and the owner, but 
it became embedded in the system and did 
not change conditions radically. Unlike the 
English textile factories, Brede still had the 
advantage of being isolated, and part of 
the explanation lies in · the faet that the 
management had actually consolidated its 
power around the turn of the century by 

6. Tue hig "family". Tue employees at Brede textile mill in 1910. Tue factory hierarchy is reflected in 
the arrangement: in the middle the owner, Edmund Daverkosen, with the masters at his side and the 
workers around them. In front are the children who worked in the factory. Photo: Tue Danish 
National Museum, Department of Modem History. 
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7. As in life, so also in death. The factory did not limit its influence to the living. Brede textile mill 
had a share of a nearby cemetery (see the sketch). Here the employees were laid to rest ii1 accordance 
with their position in the factory hierarchy. The owner himself reposed in the central mausoleum, the 
masters in a row in front, and the workers on either side. Drawing by Kjeld Kayser based on an orig
inal map at Lundtofte church, for the Danish National Museum exhibition "Industrial beginnings -
large-scale production and small-scale communities along the millstream Mølleåen". 

expanding the institutions that tied the 
workers to the factory: a new c.anteen, new 
nursery and kindergarten, new school and 
new housing. The union organized only 
one major strike. This was caused by a 
nationwide strike of textile workers, who 
interrupted production for six months in 
1905. But it is characteristic that it was the 
owner of Brede textile mill, not the union, 
who ensured that the employees' children 
were fed - "so that the children here at 
Brede will not suffer", as the owner de
clared in a notice he publisbed in a bour
geois newspaper (Kjøbenhavns Amtsavis 
2217 1905). 

lf the workers held meetings at which 
the management were not represented, 
they mostly held them in the factory can
teen, even after the strike. The trade union 
was incorporated in the system. Most 
social activities were still centred on the 
factory. 

The Brede mill was in faet able to retain 
its organization almost until the closure in 
1956. This was partly because it survived 
the upheavals at the tum of the century, for 
the reasons we have seen. The workers 
continued to accept the system. It was sig
nific.ant here that the factory was well con
solidated. It ensured a good general stan
dard of Iiving, and during the crisis of the 
late 1920s and early 1930s - and later dur
ing World War II - was able to give the 
workers job security. The advantages out
weighed the limited freedom. The workers 
saw acceptance as the hest alternative. 

But Brede was not typical. Only a few 
other factory communities - which re
mained isolated - preserved the character 
of unity well into the twentieth century. 

Conclusion 
The trade unions symbolized what I have 
called a rupture around the tum of the cen-
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tury. But they were of course an element in 
a larger movement. In general, develop
ment was not on the side of the factory 
communities. The twentieth century has 
slowly but surely erased the boundary be
tween the factory communities and the 
society around them. This has taken place 
in purely physical terms, with the growth 
of towns, the expansion of the infrastruc
ture, and the development of transport fa
cilities. It has also taken place as a result 
of legislation, which has formalized more 
and more relations between employees and 
management during this century. Finally, 
the state has taken over more and more re
productive social arrangements. 

Let me conclude by summing up the 
central features. 

The close relation between workers and 
management. the sense of "we'', of com
munity, in short, the whole patriarchal sys
tem, made life in the factOI)' communities 
into something that appears extraordinary 
if we compare it with conditions today. In 
the nineteenth century, however, a life 
under patemalism was, if not the rule, then 
at least widespread. It was found not just 
in factory communities but also in farm 
households, estates, and craftsmen's 
households. The factory communities actu
ally gave greater stability - both geo
graphically and materially - than agricul
tural labourers and craftsmen's apprentices 
had previously been used to. The price for 
this was loyalty and subordination, a state 
of lifetime dependence. 

There are other factors to explain why 
this organization was so widespread in the 
nineteenth century. For isolated factory 
communities, many relations were dictated 
by extemal circumstances. The manage
ment had to provide a variety of facilities 
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apart from those directly associated with 
the work. The workers who came to the 
factory were familiar with relations of sub
ordination. It was fairly natural to give the 
necessary arrangements a touch of fatherly 
care, but the possibility itself is not enough 
to explain the prevalence af patemalism. 

Around the middle af the nineteenth cen
tury it was clear to everyone that an em
ployer faced the threat that the many work
ers who were needed could band together 
and create intemal opposition. Paternalism 
was the most rational way to engender an 
ideology of community. At a relatively 
modest cost, it satisfied the need for a loyal, 
stable, responsible workforce. This can ex
plain the spread af the system to factory 
communities which were not in isolated lo
cations, even to those in the towns. 

The breach with the communal ideology 
came in most cases along with the trade 
unions. Most workers saw the alternative 
to subordination as more attractive. The 
result was that most factory communities 
vanished in the first decades of the twenti
eth century. Since then enterprises have 
simply provided jobs and wages. To put it 
crudely, the worker is tied to the enterprise 
only through work.10 

However, we should not be blind to el
ements of loyalty shown by today's work
ers, or to elements of paternalism shown 
by company management. There is no 
shortage of companies who do more than 
just pay their workers wages. Christmas 
dinners and presents, anniversary cele
brations, and excursions are common ways 
to try to create a sense of solidarity with 
the enterprise and a loyal and stable work
force. 

A worker today has formal solidarity 
with his colleagues through the trade 



union. Loyalty to one's superiors is not 
shown by presenting testimonials to the 
employer; loyalty today is displayed in in
formal ways. This is not a survival from 
last century, but now, like then, loyalty can 
serve a purpose for thc individual. It can 
lead to favours, a better work situation, a 
better bonus, greater safety on the job, and 
so on. 

But communities where a worker's 
whole life was dcpendcnt on relations with 
the management of the workplace, and 
where lack of loyalty had consequences for 
all aspects of life, have disappeared, be
cause the conditions that produced them 
no longer exist. 

Niels Jul Nielsen 
cand. phil. 
Nørrebrogade 70, 3. t.v. 
DK-2200 København 

Translation: Alan Crozier 

Notes 
1. My familiarity with the factory community 

around the textile mill, formerly the copper 
and brass works, at Brede comes from two 
years' work in connection with the perma
nent exhibition at the National Museum 
(opened in 1993) about early industrializ
ation in Denmark, under the supervision of 
Lykke L. Pedersen. The many fruitful dis
cussions about factory communities in the 
working group for this exhibition inspired 
me to see the factory community in Brede in 
a broader context. This article is a slightly 
revised version of a lecture I subsequently 
delivered for the degree of Cand. Phil. 

2. For a more detailed analysis of life in the 
factory community at Brede, see Nielsen & 
Pedersen 1992 and Pedersen, Nielsen & 
Cock-Clausen 1993. 

3. I have consulted the following studies of 
factory communities: From England a study 
of the social system established at textile 
mills in Lancashire in northern England 
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(Joyce 1980) and one of an isolated factory 
community (Pollard 1964). From Gennany a 
study of an area with textile mills around 
Dortmund and Cologne (Schumacher 1970). 
From Sweden wc have many studies of fac
tory communities. The anes I have looked 
at all lie west of Stockholm - two glass
works (MellstrOm 1980, Johansson 1981), 
two small ironworks and a hig one (Daniel
sen 1971, HanstrOm 1971, Hallerdt 1957), a 
large engineering plant (Magnusson 1987), 
and a copper works (Paulsson 1981). From 
Norway a study of sawmill communities 
(Bull 1958). From Denmark, apart from the 
studies of Brede textile mill, there are · 
studies of Hellebæk textile mill (Hansen 
1990), Holmegaard glassworks (Schliiter 
1975), and Silkeborg paper mill (Larsen 
1983). 

4. Same enterprises were founded alongside 
existing local production (without necess
arily replacing it), typically organized in a 
putting-out system, often in areas which had 
limited potential for farming. A gradual 
transition from simple mass production to 
technological mass production, with the 
owner to same extent using an existing 
infrastructure and labour reserve, can be 
seen especially in examples from central 
European countries wbich industrialized 
early, such as Switzcrland and Germany 
(BArtschi 1983:59; Kisch 1977), but this pat
tem was uncommon in Scandinavia. A par
tial exception, however, is Sweden, for in
stance the textile industry in the Sjuhiirad 
district and the engineering industry in Es
k:ilstuna (Hoffman 1982; Hovland, Nordvik 
& Tveite 1982; SchOn 1982; Magnusson & 
Isacson 1982). As for Denmark, the closest 
we come to this kind of production is the 
sock-knitting industry in central Jutland, 
which was gradually replaced by factory 
production. Tue making of pots, clogs, and 
other produets which were large-scale side
lines to limited farming never developed 
into technological mass production (Homby 
& Oxenbøll 1982). 

5. The picture of widcspread patemalism in 
the second half of the nineteenth century 
conflicts with what Marx and Engels predic
ted in 1848 in The Communist Manifesto 
(1967:82): "Tue bourgeoisie, wherever it has 
got the upper band, has put an end to all 
feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations. It has 
pitilessly tom asunder the motley feudal ties 
that bound man to his 'natural superiors', 
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and has left remaining no other nexus be
tween man and man than naked self-inte
rest, than callous 'cash payment'." In this 
connection it is also surprising that Joyce 
does not relate his own picture to the 
equally conflicting picture that Friedrich 
Engels painted af conditions in Manchester 
(which is in the county studied by Joyce) in 
1845. For example, Engels sees the workers 
as a single impoverished mass, not as small 
groups attached to different enterprises. In 
other words, it is difficult to see how the 
workers could ever have presented testi
monials to the owners. 

In Engels' and Marx's historiography, 
there is a tendency to see an automatic evol
ution in history, towards increasing anony
mity in human relations (see also Schrumpf 
1993). This is not to say that their his
toriography can be rejected as pure ideo
logy. If Joyce had included Engels, he 
would have gained an impression that there 
were special conditions in Manchester, or 
that the divergent pictures were due to dif
fering angles and interpretations; this could 
have put both Engels and Joyce himself into 
perspective. 

6. An exception is the workers who had pre
viously been inrnlved in a putting-out sys
tem (see note 4), but they made up a very 
small fraction af the ever growing force of 
industrial workers in the nineteenth century. 

7. Big enterprises in particular, if they were 
well consolidated and therefore resistant to 
decline, were able to offer their workers se
~urity even in bad times. 

8. Naturally, the process towards more anony
mous relations between employees and em
ployers was a gradual one. Tue management 
could try to preserve their patriarchal con
trol using some categories of workers. Mel
ling ( 1983 :67) mentions that the employers 
in the engineering industry, Kfaced with the 
impressive union organisation of their work
force" after 1880, tried to ~concentrate their 
services upon three groups ... apprentices, 
females and intermediate grades of staff 
workers". 

9. Joyce (1980:342) also mentions the transfor
mation of the textile enterprises into joint
stock companies around 1900, as a stage in 
the movement away from personal ties be
tween the worker and the factory owner. But 
joint-stock companies, like trade unions, 
were general developments, also in Brede, 
for example (in 1895). This is a change that 
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can contribute to more anonymous relations 
in factory communities, depending on other 
circumstances such as the strength and 
character of the union, the isolation af the 
enterprise, and so on. 

I 0. I am talking here in very general terms. 
There are naturally variations in the indus
trialized world. Tue big Japanese compa
nies, for instance, have a pronounced pa
triarchal organization, and something simi
lar is true to a !esser extent of big German 
and American enterprises (see Littler 1983). 
Within individual countries there are also 
differences. I still claim that we can venture 
to say as regards Europe that there was a 
general change around the turn of the cen
tury, a change which does not rule out dif
ferences. It is always necessary to see the 
form af management in relation to the cir
cumstance in which an enterprise exists, for 
example, by looking at the conditions which 
I have stressed in this article: the location, 
the background of the workers, the pro
duction structure, the labour market. To put 
it another way, the question for the manage
ment is how best to obtain, in the conditions 
that exist at any time, a stable and loyal 
workforce. 
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